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MACHINE PROCESSING OF AERIAL DATA FOR
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I. C, MATIEDAI C,V .. S. PRAKASH AND V, l.
'A.
SWAMI NATHAN
.....
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I. ABSTRACT

Of

The multiband aerial data for one
flight line, stretching over 38 Kms which
covers an area ot 6528 -hectares, of the
Agricultural Besources Inventory and SUr·veyRXi>erlment, Plltfa,lahas been analysed
by an unsupervised automatic processing
technique. The results are presented in
the form of tables and thematic maps. They.
are verified with the results obtained
independently by 'Vi~mal photointerpretation techniques.
II. INTRODUCTIOlf

The Agricultural Resources Inventory
and Survey Experiment (ARISE) project was
initiated by Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and Indian O:>uncl1 of Agri-.
cultural :Research (ICAR) with a view to
study soil and landuse and to inventory
agricultural produce. 1 Pbr these purposes,
two regions namely Anantapur District in
Andhra Pradesh, and Patia1a District in
Punjab were chosen for aerial photography.
The basic study was organised around multiband photographs in bands 0., - 0.9 mia:.:
ron, -0., - -0.9' lII1cron, 0.6 - 0.7 micron .
and 0., - 0.6 micron. In order to collect
the' Photographs, . came'ras were mounted on .
an aircraft flying at a height of 7800 .. ft.
The scale of the imagery is 1 :30,000.
The Image Processing and Analysis
; Division (IPAD) in Space Applications Centre (SAC) has used the three spectral
bands namely 0.7 ~ 0.9 micron, 0.6 - 0.7
micron a~ 0.5 - 0.6 micron for modelling
purposes. t3 .Itwas found that out of the. se three band photographs, two bands namely, 0.6 - 0.7 micron and 0.7- 0.9 micron
can give significant results as far as
classification of cover types are concerned. There is also II. similar view reported
in the literature. 4

In this paper an attempt 1s made to
classify the land cover corresponding to
data oVer Patiala region. ARISE Patiala
campaign was mounted in February - March
1975. Out of the available imagery one complete flight line is selected in a random
fashion and the selected flight line, viz.
AP7-18Wis processed using automatic processing technique. The flight line stretches over 38 Kms and covers an area of
6, ,28 hectares. The intention to cover one
flight line completely was, apart trom automatic classification of land cover, to
organise for large scale and continuous
processing of remotely sensed' data using
the available computer and other facilities.

One of the needs of work in relation to
remotely sensed data and its classification is to extend the methodology from high
resolution (scale 1:30,000) imagery like
photographs obtained from an aircraft to
low resolution imagery (scale 1: 1,000,000)
obtained from spacecraft borne sensors.As
LANDSAT-2.Yas launched in January 197"a
synchronousLANDSAT-2 imagery over Patiala
is available corresponding to da·tes of .
ARISE campaign and hence the complete land
cover and type classification scheme used
for ARISE Patiala data will be helpful in
extending the work for LANDSAT type low
resolution pictures. In fact the results
of automatic processing of ARISE,Patiala
data ,when properly collated with ground
truth will provide a dependable strata of
information required in analysing satellite imagery.
III.

OBJECTIVES OF AUTOMATIC PROCESSING

The .objectives of this work are the
following .•
.
1. To classify the land cover of Patiala
District using automatic and digital
classification methods.
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2.
I f the classification method caq discriminate between wheat and all other cro"
ps then there exists a possib1li ty of .. extending. the procedure to distinguish between wheat and wheat by. use of supervised
sampling techniques. Wbeat is the major
crop of Patiala District and it is known
that wheat is grown in the district in
varieties like W-3,?, Sonalika, W-Im21 and
W~Pb1.8 and the rest p Tbere is also the
need to study the proportions of the various var:!,eties of·wheat cuitivated in
Punjab.
3.
There is an interesting fact about
the Punjab· agricultural practices nam~ly .
that the areas whiCh are under wheat cultivation and are contiguous generally admeasure , hectare.s or more. Tllere fore , the
automatic processing method used in ARISE
Patialacimagery in claSSifying wheat can
be extended. to imagery obtained from
LARDSAT-2 whiCh has a resolution element
admeasuring ?O meters x ?O meters. or roughly half a hectare.
4 .. · Wi th the experience obtained from
this work procedures can be developed to
find a suitable model for processing the
multiba.nd imagery using stratified sampling"technique. .
.
In this paper~ the results in respect
of objectives 1 and 2 are presented.

IV•. ACQUISITION OF DIGITAL INFORMATION
'.

.

The photographic imagery in bands
0.6- O.? micron and O.? - 0.9 micron is
digitized using Optronics Photoscan P-1000
System. ·This system has the fa ciI i ty to
select variable. resolutions of pixels in
sizes. 2, microns, 70 microns and 100 microns'and gray scale values lying between
o to 2" for photographic density· range..
of 0-3D •.The imagery for whiCh the results
are presented in' this paper is d;lgitized
using 50 micron resolution.· Thus each picture element usua11y called a pixel, measures 1.5 meter x 1., meter on ground. As
the actual photographic area on th.e film
imagery is " mm x;, mm there are 1021
million pixels (bytes) of data in each
band. The output from the Photo.sca~ system
comes in CCT format wherein one picture
element's gray V8:1ue occupies one byte.
t

V. DATA STORAGE R])TRIEVAL ..
ANDPRBPBOCESSING
A.

Data Transfer

The ,two band digital outpUt in CCTS
Optronics p~otoscan device
is transferred to an input data file conSisting of a29 million bytes capacity
obtainedfro~

IBM 2314 disk for processing purposes. The
.datastorage ~d retrieval scheme is discussed .in detail in a technical note.' As
the two consecutive 'photographs are having
an overlap of approximately 20%, care is
taken that data for two consecutive scenes
in both the bands resides'in the input da1a
file.
R>r convenience.. of handling the data
and for other. proceSSing purposes, the
da~a in each scene 1s segmented into a
nUll1be.r of strips ,and 'eacl:,l strip into a
.
number of block:s. 2
B.

Da ta OUalft;y Emmina tion

-Once, the imagery :1s digitized and the
digital data is transferred to disk, a
system of rol,J.tinesare used to examine the
quali ty of data before proceeding to proce88 the data. The. system of .l"outines involve routine~ for gray level printing, frequency distribution, histogram etc.

C.

Scheme for Analysis

~ compute~ facility available at
SAC and Physical Besearch Laboratory (PRL)
.fUlmedabad.is "an IBM-360/44 System and is
operated'vnde-r batch processing mode. Bec~use of this, the proce$sing work has
been carried out in different steps. Th~
digitized data for five/six scenes in both
bands resides simultaneously in INPUT file.
A,s .the analY$is progressE!s, the results of
the analysis are stored in TEMP/ClJTPUT
file. The digitized two band data fol" the
new scene :re:places the data, of theanaly;..
sed scene. A block schematic showing the
now of infonnation between various functional units/files is shown in Figure 1.

VI.

1
"

Hegistration of MultibandData

. In order to claSsify the two band
data it i8 necessary that data in both the
bands for a seene is properly registered.
Sequential Similarity Detection Algor! thin
(SSDA) is ~sed to regi~ter the two band .
imagery.2,b
D.

\

I

CLASSIFICATION' METHOD

When the info~tiori about the Dl.uDber
of classes and tllefr signatures either in
the form of training fields ,and test fields or from any other sources are not ava~table for the remotely sensed multispect.
ral data, . the obvious approach for ailalysing the data sho~ 'be an urisupervised
one. In the context of relllot~ sensing one
of the unsupervised approaches is clusteringi.e. grouping of data bn the basis of
inherent relationship existing among the
elements of each group. Clustering has
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emerged as one of the most important techniques far pattern recogn1 tion of features
or objects of interest, as observed by
remotely located sensors.
A.

Basis of Classification

i'he classification method used for
the mu1tiband data analysis, as mentioned

earlier, is an unsupervised clustering
technique and the algorithm used 1s the
ltera~ive Self Organising Clustering System. i', '.rhe basis of the algor1.thm is as
follows: Firstly the data points are assigned to the nearest cluster e$lltre and the
cluster centres are modified ei therby
'combining t or t splitting' the en sting
clusters where the nearest cluster centre
can be obtained on the basis of the minimum of the distances from the existing clusters. Secondly each class or cluster can
be oonsidered as the union of an apPl'9priate number of subclusters of nominal sizes.

A program for generating thematic maptl
reads the data from the TEMP f11e, formats
the data and writes1t on magnetic tape
which serves as input to the Photo-write
system Optronics p-1500 for generating
thematic maps on a film t-ransparency.
VII.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOlf

Procedures used 1n Classification.

For the whole area mentioned earlier
a total of thirty-s1xc1asses are obtained
using the classification method discussed
in the previous section. This does not
account for the classes which constitute
much less than 0.1% of the total. Out of
the thirty-su: classes on1y twenty-three
classes could be assigned a particular
class label. These results are presented
in Table 1. The remaining thirteen classes
could not be assigned any label; the results of which are presented in Table 2.The
class labels in Table 1 are aSSigned on
the basis of the interpretation done on
false colour infrared imagery by an independent group at SAC.

After the multiband data is properly
registered and the overlap between two
consecuti va scenes 1s removed, the pixels
are classified according to the minimum
distance criterion.? Statistiesfor each
scene, essentially the mean and standard
deviation of the clusters, are then computed. The cluster centres are updated each
time. The cluste rs are combined or· spli t
according to the specified criterion of
maximum standard dev1a tioD and intercluster distance respectively."/ The thresholds
for standard deviation, that allow the
spreads for classes, and the intercluster
distances, which define when two clusters
can be combined, are set emphirically.

The false oolour infrared transparencies as stated in the introduction earlier,was obtained concurrently with .the
other multi-band imagery. From Table 1, it
can be observed that there are as many as
ten variations in wheat and that wheat
represents approximately ,0% of the identified classes. So many variations 1n wheat
as extracted from the multlband reflectance data may be due to different growth
stages, and differences 1n cultural practices from farm to farm. For some other
cover types also like barsim one notices
more than one set of spectral reflectance
characteristic measure as noted in the
Columns 3 and 4 or Table 1.

At the end of the classification,
results are stored in the output data file
on the disk. The classification information for all the pixels in a scene is stored
in a temporary file created on disk and a
picture can be reconstructed using that
data.

In order to verify the results obtained by automatic processing of multiband
data a scheme was formulated by which it
could be possible to check these results
against results obtained by visual interpretation. The personnel who did the interpretation were involved in certain field
studies which helped them in formulating
the interpretation keys.

B.

As stated earlier, the statistics for
the identified clusters within each scene
is stored in the OUTPUT data file. One can
aSSign a gray code yalue to a picture element belonging to a unique class or a
theme. In the final· analysis each cove r
class may be identified with a theme. Using such themes a thematic photomap for the
Whole scene may be written. However, thematic map writing for a scene is optional.
The gray values corresponding to each pixel are stored in a temporary file TEMP
from which a thematic photomap is generated.

The Picture in Fig.2 is a photograph
obtained rrom a thematic photo generated
in a way described in Section VI-B •
Figure 3 is a scaled sketch of photo1nterpretat10n analysis carried out on the original scene photographed in colour infrared band. Similarity and dissimilarities
of the two can be a§sessed.

In the same fashion thematic photo
maps are genera ted on transparencies for
another scene shown in Figure '" and the
corr~sponding photo1nterpreted sketch 1s
shown in Figure ,.
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One interesting point tdl be noted in
automatic processing technique is that for
some covers like human habitation (v1J.lage residential. areas) it Was not possible
to extract typical reflectance measures
which could be used to identify the-m uniquely. SUch areas do form about 6% of lam
cover in rural areaS of Punjab. The automatie interpretation pro-cedure thus accounts for nearly 82% of land cover categories for the areaS processed.

The work on automati.c processing of
multiband photographic imagery relating
to a part of Patiala district has given us
a certa1.n statistics in respect of well
known land covers. '!'he categories of land
cover were deSignated nall1es as available
from the results of photo-interpreted
data, Using these two sets of information
together it was found that over an area of
6528.hectares and during the month of
Maren 1975 the area under ~eat was 39%
of the total. Other cover types included
land under barsim, fallow land, m1.nor crops, sugarcane, bare soil, waste land and
formed 29% of the total. There was no characteristic refle,ctance signature recorded in respect of humand habitation. However, on the recreated thematic photomap it
is possible to identify land under human
habitation by pecularities of textures etc.
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STATISTICS OF LABELLED CLASSES.

TABLE-1.
Class
Number

Cbrrespondi~

grQund cove.

1.
2.

W

170
175'
196
150
184
1~8
1160
1~8
1 5'
186
170
162
172
182
165
157
142
145
178
174
182
159

w
w
w

~:

5'.
6.
7 •.

W
W 80
W 18
w80
W 35'7
W 21
B

8.

9·
10.
11.
12.

°

B

FA
FA.

1~.

1 •
15'.
16.
17·
18.
19·
20.
21.
22.
23·

Mean Gra;y: Value
Band 1
Band 2

MN

SCH
SCH
SC
SC
SC
BS .
BS .
WL

175'
100
168
148
120
1.11
148
130
92

138

102
180
169
185'
160
137
158
165'
111
1~4
1 6
156

128~

Number of
Pixels 1

Percentage

8.~

25,60,7&
9,61,1

~:8

1~,88,379

1.4
5'.6
2.0
6.1
3·1
1·7
0.,
,·7
1. ,
4.
2 .. 6
3·7
2.1
0·5
2.8
0.4
3·,
1.0
0.8
6.3

,02,006
16,12,95'5'
-5,78,891
17,5'4,001
. 8,88,5$3
4,76,523
1,36,471
16,31,028
4,1lt,332
12,48,95'5'
7,5'3,178
.10,5'0,080
5,91,257
1,18,741
7,85,504
92,750
9,91,042
2,8~,29~
2,0 ,81 .
.. 78,630

1) Pixel Size: 1.5' meter x 1., meter
2) The interpretation of the sceneS were done at AGPD, SAC.
SYMBOLS: ... W= Wheat, B = Barsim, FA = Fellow Land, MN = Minor Crops,
SCH = Sugarcane Harvested, SC = SUgarcane, BS = Bare Soil,
WL
Waste Land.

=

TABLE-2 .•
Class
Numl:e r
1.
2.

~:

5.
6.
7.
8.

9·

10.
11.
12.
13·

STATISTICS OF UNLABELLED CLASSES.

J{ean Gral: Value
'BaIid 2'
Band 1
161
172
19~
18
175
15'4
192
203
213
126
137
171
200

82
73
193
212
197

~~

105

1,i
149
212
209

Number of PixelS'

3,00,314
1,99,403
7,0~,~
2 ,2
31,804
11,383
5,95',759
79,395
31,429
21,236
1 ,15,101
33,469
29,340

Fe rcen tage.

1.1
0·7
2.,
0.2
1.1
0.1
2.1
0·3
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.1

1) Pixel 81 ze 1., meter x 1., meter.
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Figure 2, THEMATIC

PHOTO MAP OF FRAME-5
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Fi!l'lr.e 3- SKETCH OF PHOTO INTERPRETATION FOR fRAME-5
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Figure 4·THEMATIC PHOTO MAP OF FJlAME-26
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Figur. 5· SKETCH OF PHOTO INTERPRETATION FOR fRAME-26
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